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Kinky sex is fun, playful, exciting, and exhilarating. But it can also be dark and more than a little wild. If you want to put
some "50 Shades of Grey" kind of adventure into your bedroom repertoire, but don't know where to begin, The Little Book
of Kink is for you. Popular sexologist Jessica O'Reilly shows you how to take sex from nice to naughty with techniques for
hotter blowjobs, mind-blowingly orgasmic positions, exciting bondage and sensation play, and hot role-playing scenarios.
Jessica O’Reilly provides you with specific scenarios and techniques for each activity, including props, dialogue and
mind-play to make the experience as hot as possible. Make your fantasies a reality with help from The Little Book of Kink!
Transform your lovemaking into erotic ecstasy with the secrets of the Kama Sutra -- the most ancient, renowned and
explicit guide to sexual pleasure.
A practical guide to making sexually open arrangements work outlines options for transforming monogamous
relationships into effective polyamorous ones, in a reference that addresses such topics as boundary setting, childraising, and conflict resolution. Original.
A smart, sexy guide to embracing the repressed, tabooed, and often unwanted aspects of ourselves so we can discover
our inner power and finally live the life we deserve. 'We always get exactly what we want; but often, though we may not
be aware of it, what we most want is dark - very dark." Each of us has a dual nature: we are light (conscious) and dark
(unconscious). The dark side of our personality - the "other," the shadow side - is made up of what we think is our
primitive, primal, negative impulses - our "existential kink." Our existential kink also drives the dark or negative repeating
patterns in our life: always choosing the abusive partner or boss, settling for less, thinking that we're undeserving, not
worthy. But it also is the source of our greatest power. In Existential Kink, Carolyn Elliot, PhD, offers a truth-telling guide
for bringing our shadow into the light. Inviting us to make conscious the unconscious, Elliot asks us to own the
subconscious pleasure we get from the stuck, painful patterns of our existence. Existential Kink provides practical advice
and meditations so we truly see our shadow side's "guilty pleasures," love and accept them, and integrate them into our
whole being. By doing so, Elliot shows, we bring to life the raw, hot, glorious power we all have to get what we really want
in our lives.
Learn the Art of Kinky Sex to Spice Things Up in Your Bedroom! This is a ground-breaking book that is so
comprehensive, your sex life will never be the same again. Our books are geared to changing and uplifting those that
read them. We strive to get you to adopt attitudes so as to get the most out of the book's teaching in a simple. Step-bystep way and never by-rote, routine learning. Buy this guide now to make your sex life richer and make your partner to
beg you for more.
*One of Glamour’s Best Books of 2020* Popular podcast host and personal finance expert Lindsay Goldwert explores
what professional dominatrixes can teach us about confidence, power, and happiness. Imagine, for a moment, a world
where the usual power dynamic is turned on its head. Where women not only stop apologizing, but seize—and
enjoy—control. This is the quickly mainstreaming world of BDSM (bondage, discipline, sadism, masochism)—and it has a
lot to teach women about empowerment, negotiation, open-mindedness, and more. Journalist Lindsay Goldwert,
intrigued by this seismic cultural shift, traveled across the United States to meet the stars of the subculture, who spoke
frankly with her about their lives and work. In this “lively, funny, thoughtful channeling of wisdom” (Sara Benincasa,
author of Real Artists Have Day Jobs), these Alpha women show you how you can reset the power dynamic in any
situation to get what you want—whether it’s from a husband, a boss, or partner. They share strategies for revolutionizing
not only your sex life, but your career, your relationships, and most importantly, your inner foundations. With bondage
gear popping up on the big screen, the runway, the red carpet, and in celebrity lingerie lines, BDSM is officially moving
out of the dungeon and into the sun. Let Bow Down help you learn how to use it. “Whether your fantasies lie in the
bedroom or the boardroom, Lindsay will give you the courage to go forth and dominate.” (Sarah Cooper, author of How
to Be Successful without Hurting Men’s Feelings).
Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about how to have a threesome—plus everything you’d never think to ask! The
Ultimate Guide to Threesomes will teach you how to have ethical, consensual encounters that give pleasure to everyone
involved. Fantasy exploration, finding threesome partners, making your dreams come true—sex educator Stella Harris
guides you through the whole process. You’ll also find plenty of positions and scenarios for beginners and veterans
alike, plus information about safer sex and aftercare. And if you want threesomes to stay a fantasy? That’s okay too!
This book teaches how to use threesomes in dirty talk and role play. Whether you’re just starting out on your threesome
journey, or you’ve been having threesomes for years, you’ll find something here to suit your needs. Harris is used to
hearing, “Wow, I never thought of that!”—what new ideas will you find in these pages?
You can't get what you unless you ask for it! "My favorite thing when I'm working with clients is when their eyes go wide
with the 'ah-ha' moment that they really can have the sex life of their dreams. It's my hope that with this book, you can as
well."--Stella Harris Sex is still a touchy subject despite recent sex-positive advances. We live in a culture that vilifies
people who are sexually adventurous and frames our kinks as shame-inducing perversions. Many people have never
been able to talk openly about sex with their partner(s). But, you can get what you want out of the bedroom--if you ask for
it. Why should anyone settle for mediocre sex?! Whether addressing sexual frustration with your partner, trying out new
fantasies, or negotiating the terms of a BDSM scene, Stella Harris believes that communication skills are vital to sexual
fulfillment. Tongue Tied gives readers straightforward advice on how to conquer their fears, identify their needs, and feel
positively empowered. Harris charmingly takes readers through all aspects of communication, from basic interpersonal
skills to negotiation advice for expert-level kink play. Learn how to have fun, embrace silly moments, support your loved
ones, and take personal responsibility for your desires. An incredible guide full of exercises, tools, and personal
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examples, Tongue Tied is a must-read for people of every experience level and relationship status.
Whether you are looking for an introduction to bondage or seeking new heights of erotic delights, The Ultimate Guide to Bondage is the
perfect addition to your dungeon’s bookshelf! The Ultimate Guide to Bondage is a comprehensive reference guide for any Mistress, Master,
or lover of BDSM. Mistress Couple’s original and insightful approach to bondage invites curious kinksters to consider and explore a myriad of
practical and psychological bondage methods. Going far beyond any BDSM “starter kit” the book shows how bondage truly extends past the
rope and chain restraint of your partner. From decorative applications such as wedding rings and corsets, to invisible yet potent mental
bondage, to fetish applications such as balloon or nylon encasement, this book provides historical context, powerful insights, tutorials,
examples, and activities for every type of bondage enthusiast.
The Color of Kink explores black women's representations and performances within American pornography and BDSM (bondage and
discipline, domination and submission, and sadism and masochism) from the 1930s to the present, revealing the ways in which they illustrate
a complex and contradictory negotiation of pain, pleasure, and power for black women. Based on personal interviews conducted with
pornography performers, producers, and professional dominatrices, visual and textual analysis, and extensive archival research, Ariane Cruz
reveals BDSM and pornography as critical sites from which to rethink the formative links between Black female sexuality and violence. She
explores how violence becomes not just a vehicle of pleasure but also a mode of accessing and contesting power. Drawing on feminist and
queer theory, critical race theory, and media studies, Cruz argues that BDSM is a productive space from which to consider the complexity
and diverseness of black women's sexual practice and the mutability of black female sexuality. Illuminating the cross-pollination of black
sexuality and BDSM, The Color of Kink makes a unique contribution to the growing scholarship on racialized sexuality.
The Ultimate Guide to Kink is the definitive guide A-Z of BDSM. This long-awaited kink bible includes tips and tricks for novices and
experienced players alike. Featuring how-to tutorials, sprinkled with lots of creative ideas and examples - this is a unique guide to sexual
experimentation and exploration of fantasy. Includes thoughtful essays that probe the psychology and politics of submission, dominance,
masochism and sadism. The Ultimate Guide to Kink is hotly-tipped to define the category for the next decade.
How to be Kinky is a primer on the multi-faceted world of kink and getting into BDSM play. It is for beginners and novices, couples and
singles. Morpheous' comprehensive guide to kink addresses all aspects of kinky play, such as how to turn bedrooms into a den of iniquity,
how to maintain physical and emotional safety during play and proper protocols and etiquette at fetish events. Fully updated, this enhanced
second edition is reworked in full-colour, with gorgeous and sexy photos, as well as 15 easy to follow photo essays.
Gay Kink for Newbies The ultimate guide to Kink, BDSM, Roleplay and erotic edge As an erotic writer, I have been getting many questions
from people showing interest in various kinds of kink. Some consider me a sex expert, but I think I learn something new about sex and myself
every day. I have been having a lot sex for over 10 years, with many different men and in many different countries. My life has been mainly
focused on sports and sex, in addition to some other things here and there. When I started exploring my sexuality, trying to find what I like
and learn more about sex, I struggled to find useful information for gay men about more than regular sex. This book is my attempt to simplify
kink and what it means to me. It covers the basics and should answer all the questions that a newbie to kink would like to know. I want to
offer a book that have accurate, honest, and straightforward information about sexuality. As I have found that portrayals of kink, aka BDSM, in
the media, from novels and magazines to television and movies, are generally inaccurate, misleading, one-dimensional, or just plain wrong. I
use kink as a catch-all term that includes BDSM, sadomasochism, kinky sex, dominance and submission, role play, sex games, fantasy, and
fetish. But that definition just leads to more terms that need defining! I will both define and expand on these words throughout this book, so for
now, just relax. But what is kink really? And why do I do it? For me, Kink is an intimate experience, an exchange of power between people
that can be physical, erotic, sexual, psychological, spiritual, or, most often, some combination. It makes me explore the territory between
pleasure and pain eroticize the exchange of power, experience intense physical sensations and psychological scenarios, and test and push
my limits. Kink can be a unique space where I feel safe enough to try new things, push my boundaries, flirt with edges, and conquer fears.
The most important thing is
Volume four of the exciting new series of Dem Lab S/M how-to books. This volume concentrates on the various techniques involved in CBT,
with a focus on instruction and safety. Includes techniques such as rope bondage, weights, quick grip, fire and ice and snake bite. Includes a
free 70 minute demonstration DVD.
A fun and non-threatening guide to the world of fetish, for anyone who wants to be more adventurous in the bedroom, but doesn't quite know
where to begin Starting with fantasies and working through to more hardcore fetishes such as submission and domination, this guide explains
every step of the way in layman's terms, helping each person know what to expect and decide which fetish--if any--is for them. Whether a
reader has always wondered what it would be like to tie their partner up, wants to bend over and getting a good spanking, or feels heated at
the idea of seeing their lover in high heels, this is the guide that will hold a reader's hand as they wander through the fetish world, and help
them see that there is nothing to worry about after all. Whether for someone who has kept their darkest fantasies to themselves, or for those
who are already beginning to explore their kinkier side, there are hints and tips that will prove invaluable.
The Ultimate Guide to Sex and Disability is the first complete sex guide for people who live with disabilities, pain, illness, or chronic
conditions. Useful for absolutely everyone, regardless of age, gender, or sexual orientation, the book addresses a wide range of disabilities —
from chronic fatigue, back pain, and asthma to spinal cord injury, hearing and visual impairment, multiple sclerosis, and more. Expertly written
by a medical doctor, a sex educator, and a disability activist, The Ultimate Guide provides readers with encouragement, support, and all the
information they need to create a sex life that works for them. The authors cover all aspects of sex and disability, including building a positive
sexual self-image; positions to minimize stress and maximize pleasure; dealing with fatigue or pain during sex; finding partners and talking
with partners about sex and disability; adapting sex toys; and more.

A NATIONAL BESTSELLER Kink is a groundbreaking anthology of literary short fiction exploring love and desire, BDSM, and
interests across the sexual spectrum, edited by lauded writers R.O. Kwon and Garth Greenwell, and featuring a roster of all-star
contributors including Alexander Chee, Roxane Gay, Carmen Maria Machado, and more. A Most-Anticipated book of 2021 as
selected by * Marie Claire * O, The Oprah Magazine * Cosmopolitan * Time * The Millions * The Advocate * Autostraddle *
Refinery29 * Shape * Town & Country * Book Riot * Literary Hub * Kink is a dynamic anthology of literary fiction that opens an
imaginative door into the world of desire. The stories within this collection portray love, desire, BDSM, and sexual kinks in all their
glory with a bold new vision. The collection includes works by renowned fiction writers such as Callum Angus, Alexander Chee,
Vanessa Clark, Melissa Febos, Kim Fu, Roxane Gay, Cara Hoffman, Zeyn Joukhadar, Chris Kraus, Carmen Maria Machado,
Peter Mountford, Larissa Pham, and Brandon Taylor, with Garth Greenwell and R.O. Kwon as editors. The stories within explore
bondage, power-play, and submissive-dominant relationships; we are taken to private estates, therapists’ offices, underground
sex clubs, and even a sex theater in early-20th century Paris. While there are whips and chains, sure, the true power of these
stories lies in their beautiful, moving dispatches from across the sexual spectrum of interest and desires, as portrayed by some of
today’s most exciting writers.
For those turned on to giving or receiving power, the hottest fantasies are often those that are the least acceptable -- those that
mirror historical oppression (Nazism, plantation slavery), crime (incest, ageplay, rape), and other "unacceptable" behaviors.
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Because these fantasies are deeply charged, they are among the riskiest and most challenging to enact. Yet it is possible, and
often very rewarding, to do so. In this guide, Mollena Williams, a Black woman who enjoys roleplaying racism and slavery with the
right person, explains ways to safeguard these difficult scenes to ensure the emotional and physical safety of all concerned. With
sections on playing with sexual taboos like age and rape, cultural taboos like race and identity, and physical taboos like scat play,
this is a thorough and responsible guide to BDSM's furthest regions.
Women with Afro-textured hair are faced with challenges of dry hair, breakage, and slow growth. This book presents helpful tips,
simple products, and practical remedies to restore healthy growth, moisture, shine, and brilliance back to your natural hair. You will
gain a better understanding on how to achieve beautiful healthy curls so that you can begin your own care regimen that works best
for you.This ultimate guide will assist you to reach your goal of having beautiful and healthy growing hair. You do not need to be a
pro to overcome the struggles of Afro-textured hair. But you do need to know the basics to apply and develop a regimen that works
best for you.
The Ultimate Guide to Kink is the first major guide to BDSM in a generation—a bold and sexy collection of essays that run the
gamut from expert how-to tutorials to provocative essays that delve into complex questions about desire, power, and pleasure.
The book brings together diverse voices from the kink community in an unprecedented way: each chapter is written by a different
sexuality/BDSM educator. Divided into two sections, the first section features thorough, thoughtful pieces—on everything from
flogging to bondage—packed with techniques and beautifully illustrated with original images from artist Katie Diamond. The second
section is dedicated to role-playing fantasies and personal manifestos. From age play to masochism, these chapters cover some
of the edgiest, most taboo and controversial elements of kink in depth. The Ultimate Guide to Kink features the expertise of
renowned educators writing passionately on their favorite subjects, including Patrick Califia, Midori, Laura Antoniou, Barbara
Carrellas, Lee Harrington, Jack Rinella, Lolita Wolf, Madison Young, Hardy Haberman, Felice Shays, Ignacio Rivera, Sarah
Sloane, Mollena Williams, FifthAngel, and Edge. It will educate, inspire, and challenge both newcomers to the world of kink and
experienced BDSM players.
Two decades ago, this book (and its companion volume, The New Bottoming Book) began teaching tens of thousands of people
the joyous arts of BDSM topping and bottoming - not just "how-to," but "why-to"... the insider details of emotional support and
ethical interaction during kinky play. Since then, the growing popularity of BDSM, and the blossoming of the Internet as a source of
information and connection, have created a whole new universe of possibilities for players. Now, the completely updated revised
New Topping Book gives even more insights and ideas, updated for a new millennium, about how to be a successful, popular
player! "Easton and Hardy tackle the Top... and bring that elusive critter down neatly and with a certain flair. This is good stuff,
important stuff... an excellent guide to topping, both for the rank novice and for the player who just wants words to put to all the
thoughts and feelings that have resisted categorization." - Laura Antoniou, Sandmutopian Guardian
The Ultimate Guide to Sexual Fantasy is a complete guide for readers who want to use sexual fantasies to change old habits,
learn new tricks, and make their sex lives more imaginative. With wit and enthusiasm, sex educator Violet Blue encourages
couples to talk about and explore fantasies together to deepen erotic intimacy. She takes readers on a tour of the wide world of
sexual fantasies, offering expert advice for talking dirty to a partner, playing with toys and dress-up, making homemade porn, and
exploring fetishes, sex scenes, phone sex, and much more. Packed with tons of games, resources, and lots of fun, The Ultimate
Guide to Sexual Fantasy is the perfect book for daring readers who want to safely turn their sexual fantasies into reality.
Many, many people have sexual interests or practices that are in some way unusual. These people may enjoy bondage or
spanking, erotic role-playing, dressing in special clothes that turn them on, or a host of other activities that place them outside the
sexual mainstream. Your mechanic might have an alternative sexuality, or your librarian, or your kids' teacher, or your boss.... If
someone you love has a sexual kink, or if you suspect that she may, and you want to know more about what that means to her
and how you can deal with what it means to you, this book is for you. "When Someone You Love Is Kinky will do more for family
values than anything the right wing ever dreamed up, because it lets people communicate and love and respect each other on the
basis of who they really are. A wonderful contribution twoards a more sex-positive culture." - Dr. Carol Queen, author, Real Live
Nude Girl "Dossie Easton and Catherine A. Liszt, both wise and compassionate women, and both players in the world of kink,
welcome the reader gently into that world and answer everything anyone might have wanted to ask but was really afraid to find
out." - Isadora Alman, syndicated sex and relationship columnist
The "Ultimate guide to BDSM & KINK" teaches people the joyous arts of BDSM Domination and submissive and not just that but
"how to and why to". It explains the insider details of emotional support and ethical interaction during kinky play.It is an eye opener
into the life of Kink, the lingua franca and intriguing parts of it all, toys, how to negotiate using contracts with your partners. This is
an easy read and you definitely want to spice up your sex life. Grow your confidence with your partner and enjoy it all. Get yourself
a copy and improve your sex life. Have fun!

A sexy new collection for women who crave erotic restraint. Tristan Taormino presents a cornucopia of lesbian kink —
tantalizing tales rich in variety and saucy details of girls put in their place — and held there firmly. In Skian McGuire’s
“Phoebe’s Undercover Bon Voyage,” a group of well-equipped tops indulge a friend’s cop fetish before she — a real cop
— goes undercover. In Elaine Miller’s “Fee Fie Foe Femme,” a girly-girl reaps a sweet punishment for refusing to mess
up her raspberry pink lipstick. Whether readers dream of surrendering to a lover or of taking control, Best Lesbian
Bondage Erotica offers plenty of erotic inspiration.
Masturbation is a many-splendored thing, but even here, all of us can get into a comfortable rut. Take what can be really
good to really great with Jenny Block's guide to getting in on with yourself. Whether you are happily coupled, on your
own, poly, or demonstrating your solo skills for your lover(s), Block has the very best advice on how to pleasure yourself
masterfully and share the love. Replete with thorough research, Block's book covers the science of sex, wild and
wonderful ideas for upping the masturbation ante, and lots of suggestions for how to incorporate toys. There are only one
or two truly good books on the market about "sex for one," and those are years and even decades old. The Ultimate
Guide to Solo Sex makes its entry as an instant classic that shows readers how to go from mundane to mind-blowing.
The Heart of Dominance is a how-to guide to the concepts and skills at the heart of consensual dominance. If you are
new to dominance, still figuring out just what it's all about or what you want it to mean to you, then this book will provide
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you with a solid foundation from which to start. If you already practice dominance and are interested in improving your
ability to create deep and lasting power dynamics then you'll find many advanced concepts and concrete techniques to
integrate into your own personal style. If you have an interest in the bedrock principles of inspiring, deepening,
maintaining and enjoying control over a person who dearly, desperately wants you to control them, then this book is for
you.
Do you want to stay in the same vanilla sex routine forever? Or are you ready to bring more pleasure and excitement to
your sex life starting today? What do you think when you hear "BDSM?" I'll tell you what most people think. Most people
think whips, chains, pain, and crying. They think only "evil" or "mentally ill" people enjoy these types of things. They think
of the most corrupt things they can because of the way that mainstream media misrepresents BDSM. BDSM is has
become more popular than ever in recent years. Only a few decades ago only 10-15% of surveyed people reported
engaging in BDSM. Since then that number has increased by nearly 90%. Even though BDSM is gaining popularity many
people still feel guilty for having BDSM related fantasies. I'm here to tell you there is abosultely no reason to feel guilty.
BDSM is much broader than it seems and when done correctly, is completely safe and healthy. If given the chance,
BDSM can be the most sincere display of love and affection between you and your partner. Whether you are somewhat
familiar with BDSM or not familiar at all, don't miss out on what could be a life-changing experience because of
misconceptions and miseducation. Vanilla to Kinky will help you discover: What aspects of BDSM are best for you How to
partake in BDSM the right way How to find your role How to create amazingly intense scenes How to find the dynamic
you love the most How toys can enhance your BDSM experience The keys to being a good Dominant The keys to being
a good submissive Helpful tips to get you started on your journey BDSM is for anybody. It does not discriminate against
any ages, genders, or body type. Yes, even an average joe like you can partake in safe and healthy BDSM. BDSM is a
journey that can be truly rewarding every time but will take effort, patience, and an self-examination. If you want to begin
your journey then this is where you start. Scroll up and click the "Add to Cart" to get started today.
Sexual Outsiders looks at the challenges and experiences of those in the BDSM community and explores the erotic and
psychological landscape of this often misunderstood culture, concepts of power, personal growth, overcoming
challenges, and forming communities.
A frank and witty tour of modern sexuality from a knowing young "sexpert" who's seen -- and done -- it all. From her
popular columns and website to her videos and lecture series, Tristan Taormino has garnered raves for her unabashed
straight talk about sex. Now, for the first time in book form, she imparts wisdom gleaned from years of adventurous and
informative sexual anthropology. As a sex educator, Tristan has listened to thousands of people's most intimate
questions. In Pucker Up, she responds to those queries -- no matter how taboo -- giving honest, useful advice that
doesn't shy away from sensitive topics. All the basics are covered here, but Tristan also tackles such topics as strap-ons,
female ejaculation, the latest sex toys, erotica and how it can improve your love life, and new strategies for hitting that
elusive G-spot. Pucker Up is quite simply an indispensable book for anyone looking for healthy, adventuresome, mindblowing sex.
"Your one-stop shop for G-spot stimulation and female ejaculation. Truly, a fabulous book." - Sonia Borg, Ph.D., M.A.,
M.P.H., author of Oral Sex She'll Never Forget and Oral Sex He'll Never Forget "This is the must-read book for any
woman interested in discovering the secrets of her G-spot. Tristan will teach you how to find and play with the spot for
your ultimate pleasure." - Jordan LaRousse and Samantha Sade, authors of Penis Genius and Clitology Experience the
ultimate orgasm! Proper stimulation of the G-spot can yield incredible orgasms and the unique and powerful experience
of female ejaculation. However, unlike the clitoris, which is easily visible, the G-spot can be tricky to locate and takes skill
to work it in just the right way. The Secrets of G-Spot Orgasms and Female Ejaculation demystifies this controversial
erogenous zone with the latest techniques, positions, and toys for harnessing the power of the G-spot for incredible
pleasure. Leading sex educator Tristan Taormino presents the best positions, couple-play techniques, and solo exercises
for maximizing G-spot stimulation, achieving female ejaculation, and having intense, full-body orgasms. Step-by-step
instructions for both men and women show how to give and receive mind-blowing sensations, create bed-shaking
climaxes, and experience one of the wonders of female sexual pleasure—female ejaculation.
Described by Salon as 'the bible of female anal sex,' The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women is a comprehensive and
creative guide to anal pleasure. Tristan Taormino offers the kind of informed reassurance that can encourage even an
absolute beginner to explore this nerve-rich part of the body, either alone or with a partner of any gender. Beginning by
dispelling common myths about anal eroticism, Taormino goes on to illustrate anatomy, give tips on building trust and
communicating desires, providing reliable, easy-to-understand information.
What makes people want to be kinky? Doctors have discovered that they did not come from overly violent homes, nor are
they social outcasts that live on the edge of society, they are normal everyday people that have jobs, families, and social
responsibilities. The truth is that some of us are gifted with a desire for the mystery and control of kink while others are
not. For centuries, kink has been hidden in the deepest closets and become the shame and secret that people hide. We
are just now achieving a comfort level with sexuality that allows for people to be more open about their desires without
persecution. Let's start with what kink is and is not. Some call it BDSM which simply stands for bondage & dominance
and sadism & masochism. The two terms used to be separate and now they are used in unison to describe more
accurately the strong connection between the two. Kink is many things to many people to some it is the one outlet that
can be used to lose complete control and become an obedient submissive. To others, it is a way to dominate and
express appreciation for another through discipline. Some practice kinks on themselves and do not require a partner for
arousal. Kink involves many areas of sexual play and is considered an underground subculture that can be a one-time
event or a lifestyle. With all of the elements available for a kink enthusiast, it is difficult to know where to get started for a
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decent drive by education. This book contains a short synopsis of kink but is not a complete education and does not
claim to be. Kink is a lifestyle and with all lifestyle choices must be experienced and lived to be fully learned. I can read a
book about surviving in the wilderness, but that doesn't mean that I can actually survive.
Much of what we’ve “heard” about BDSM and the lifestyle is wrong. Our opinions on this lifestyle and art form are
oftentimes shaped by other people who have heard something about it and perhaps embellished it to the point of
perpetuating myths. The truth is that BDSM is not degrading towards women, and it’s also a concept that you will find is
not “scary.” And even the “pain” that is spoken of is not the type of pain people think it is. This book is written for
Doms/Masters in training. It is written for you, the average guy or gal, who doesn’t already have a closet full of leather
and whips, and who really has little idea about what BDSM is besides what they’ve heard about it. What you are going to
find out, is that the Dom/Master actually has the more complicated role. The master has the task of giving pleasure and
discipline to the slave or sub. A great deal of what you do as a Dom will be for the benefit of a sub. You must derive
pleasure from giving, have a great desire to please a partner, and not simply take what you want. Still interested? Good.
Now that we know you’re a REAL master in training, one that will respect the rules, respect the slave you have power
over, and follow protocol, you can begin your Dom training. Only then can you truly earn the utmost respect and
admiration from your sub. In Volume 1 of this series we are going to discuss: - How to think and act like a Dom - What
the slave expects from you - What not to do and what instincts you do NOT want to follow - Your motivation and your
goals - How to find out a sub’s taboo - How to negotiate, find agreement and ensure that game play is always safe - How
to make a slave yearn for you and desire to be controlled by you - And much more...
Three decades ago, this book and its companion volume "The New Topping Book" began teaching tens of thousands of
people the joyous arts of BDSM topping and bottoming - not just "how-to," but "why-to"... the insider details of emotional
support and ethical interaction during kinky play. Since then, the growing popularity of BDSM, and the blossoming of the
Internet as a source of information and connection, have created a whole new universe of possibilities for players. Now,
the completely updated revised New Bottoming Book and New Topping Book give even more insights and ideas,
updated for a new millennium, about how to be a successful, popular player! What the experts are saying "The only way I
can think of to learn more about bottming than Dossie Easton and Janet Hardy teach you in [The New Bottoming Book] is
to go out and bottom for yourself." - William A. Henkin, Ph.D., co-author, Consensual Sadomasochism
Highly acclaimed Decoding Your Kink - Guide to Explore Share and Enjoy Your Wildest Sexual Desires, gets rave
reviews! "Visionary...Masterful...Groundbreaking...Cutting Edge...Worth its Weight in Diamonds ... Highly
Recommended...A Must Read" These are some of the exclamations from prominent sex positive psychologists,
therapists and Kink sex educators who offered pre-publication reviews of Decoding Your Kink. Decoding Your Kink, by
leading Fetish Sex educator, researcher and sex-positive therapist Galen Fous MTP, offers ground-breaking
psychological insight into the emerging global renaissance of sexual exploration, orientation and identity particularly in
the realm of Kink. The book includes extensive guidelines to embrace one's authentic sexuality, decode an array of Kink
fantasies, and access the ecstatic sexual depths inherent in anyone's wildest sexual desires. Techniques are offered to
negotiate honestly for what one desires, create profound trust between partners, and begin to resolve old shame, trauma
and fear about one's authentic sexuality. Decoding Your Kink provides easy to follow practices for individuals and
partners to safely share their deepest intimacies. Once trust is built, partners may access mind shattering orgasmic
states offered by conscious expression of their most taboo Kinky yearnings. Also included in the book are revealing and
provocative analysis of people's kinkiest fantasies gleaned from over 2000 participants in the innovative Discover Your
Personal Erotic Myth Survey. Fous developed this anonymous 40-question survey in support of his research into the
nature of a recently visible sexual identity he defines as Fetishsexuality, aka Kink. "This book conveys what I have
learned about Conscious Kink and D/s-BDSM sexuality over the last 15 years as a Fetish-positive therapist, researcher
and public advocate for sex-positive values. It includes reporting and case studies from the 100's of singles and couples
I've supported who desired to come to terms with old experiences of shame, fear and trauma, and understand how to
embody their edgiest sexual fantasies. I share hard earned insights from my personal journey into the Kink lifestyle as
well." Galen Fous MTP "Galen Fous is a visionary, providing a clear and courageous roadmap for anyone looking to
undo the shackles of societally induced sexual shame and go on a journey to discover his or her own Personal Erotic
Myth." - Dr. Michael Aaron, NYC sex therapist. "Galen Fous smooths the path and leads you through the predicaments,
pleasures, enticements and outrageous glories of Kink. His genuine, unique voice is outstanding and heartwarming. A
must read!" Limor Blockman, PhD, Clinical Sex Therapist, Playboy Radio Host, www.DrLimor.com "Nobody struggles
more with the feeling that their erotic desires are 'wrong' or 'broken' than the man or woman who otherwise fits easily into
mainstream culture - the heterosexual man and woman into dominance and submission and BDSM. 'Decoding Your Kink'
is worth its weight in diamonds to such strugglers, offering them a sensible and nurturing path to self-knowledge, selfacceptance and the erotic intensity we all crave and too few ever obtain." - Janet W. Hardy, coauthor, The Ethical Slut,
The New Bottoming Book and more "Galen Fous' unique insights on a subject much maligned and misunderstood is a
primer for individuals interested in exploring the world of kink. It provides guidelines, case studies and personal
experiences to assist the reader in shedding their shame and discovering their authentic sexuality." - Susana Mayer,
Ph.D., Clinical Sexologist, theEroticliterarysalon.com
The population over age 50 is larger than ever in history. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 32.1 percent of the U.S.
population were age 50 and over in 2011. This demographic is also healthier, more aware, more youthful, and more
vocal than any previous older generation. Thanks to ongoing medical discoveries, the sexual revolution, and the Internet,
today’s seniors are also sexier than ever — or at least they’re now willing to talk and ask about sex as never before.
They are the generation that discovered clitoral orgasms, vibrators, and Viagra, and there’s no stopping the thirst for
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knowledge and pleasure now. Since 2005, Joan Price has penned Better Than I Ever Expected: Straight Talk About Sex
After Sixty and emerged as the go-to sexpert for the over-50 population. Price's savvy advice, honesty, helpfulness, and
humor garnered awareness in the media, in professional circles of therapists and sex educators, and among the huge
population of people over 50 who hunger for real information from an age appropriate author. Price tackles it all in this
definitive guide to sex and aging: health, fun (and function), disability, dating, illness, orgasms, G-spots, P-spots,
polyamory, kink, and much more.
Sex means different things to different people – it’s as varied as the different species on the planet. So, seduction and
foreplay are not only about getting what you want, but about giving and receiving, teasing and pleasing for the best
possible rewards, no matter how you define them. (And, yes, foreplay IS sex!) The Ultimate Guide to Seduction &
Foreplay teaches readers how to tune into their own desires, become better communicators, and ultimately be more
confident, passionate, and attentive lovers. Inspired by fantasies of seduction, Marla and Jess take you on a journey of
sexual exploration and help you understand the many factors that add to or inhibit arousal and pleasure on psychological,
sociological, and sexological levels. Readers gain a deeper understanding of their own sexual needs and the foundations
for greater compatibility and connection. As you explore your own learning and seduction styles (and your lover’s), you’ll
discover and experiment with new and exciting ways to stimulate arousal and deepen intimacy: verbal, emotional, and
digital seduction, foreplay, eroticizing daily actions, games, fantasy play, mindfulness, and more. Packed with practical
exercises, techniques, and creative ideas — especially for busy couples — this inclusive guide is a surefire way for folks of
all genders to master the art of seduction. You don’t have to be a rockstar in (or out of) the sack each time you have sex,
but this book will help you approach your lovers with the confidence and comfort you deserve! Whether you are adding to
your repertoire for later or striving to please your current lover, you’ll discover thrilling new pathways to pleasure and
intimacy.
Whether you're a trembling novice or a jaded expert, there's always something new to be discovered in the endlessly
changing, complex and titillating world of kink. While there are plenty of other books out there that explain how to give a
spanking or tie a half-hitch, Playing Well With Others is the first book that explains kink *culture* -- the munches, parties,
leather bars, conferences, workshops, fetish nights, exploratoriums and all the other gatherings of kinksters that turn
BDSM and leather from a bedroom predilection to a lifestyle and a community. You'll learn to: • Examine your own
motivations, needs, wants and desires • Ease your way into established communities • Understand etiquette in different
adventurous sex communities • Familiarize yourself with the many types of events available to you • Care for your
relationships as you explore new territory • Negotiate for play and aftercare • Go back to the “world at large” without
ruffling feathers • ...and, of course, answer the all-important question: What do you wear?! The team of Harrington and
Williams offers 30-plus years of experience in diverse kink communities: top, bottom and switch; gay, bi and straight;
female, male and trans; white and POC. Both former titleholders and international educators, they are an unbeatable pair
of "sexual sherpas" with an inimitable voice and a great deal of wisdom. Playing Well With Others is an unprecedented
and essential guidebook for anyone who wants to explore or understand the "community" aspect of the kink lifestyle.
Use Sex Toys to Turn Up the Excitement! Are you looking to take your sex life from everyday to extraordinary? The Big
Book of Sex Toys covers the hottest hardware for taking your sex life to the next level. Whether you’re looking to liven up
solo sex, hit hot spots more easily, give your partner new sensations or add new twists to classic positions, inside you’ll
find every toy imaginable from mild to wild. Inside, you'll find: —Wearable vibrators that give you a buzz all day long
—Double-ended dildos that give simultaneous penetration for him and her —Sex furniture and swing-sets that make your
bedroom the ultimate playground —Fun accoutrements that put the sizzle in sensation play Sexy photos take the
guesswork out how to integrate toys with positions, oral sex, and hand moves as well as how to get in and out of strapons, slings, and swings like a pro. Renowned author, sex expert, and adult film director Tristan Taormino has put
together the ultimate guide to choosing, buying, and getting the most sexual satisfaction from your sex toys. Whether
you’re a curious novice or an advanced aficionado, The Big Book of Sex Toys offers recommendations and advice for
the top toys in every category from vibrators to butt plugs to bondage and tells you everything you need to know but were
too shy to ask.
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